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Intro
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More than 16,000 visitors and 1,800 companies will flock to the 25th
anniversary of the world‘s largest biotech meeting, the BIO International
Convention, at the Boston Convention and Exhibition Center. The focus
is on pitches to investors, networking, market trends, and the exhibition.
What would the
BIO (4–7 June)
be without its incredible success
stories? Under this
year’s anniversary
theme, “History”,
TV producer and
former ABC anchorwoman Robin Roberts (“Good Morning America”) will give
a keynote lecture about her successful
fight against breast cancer and blood
cancer MDS. This fits well with the announcement from CMS (the agency that
oversees Medicare and Medicaid) that
FDA-approved gene panel companion
diagnostics for cancer drugs in the US
market are expected to be reimbursed
shortly. This is good news for diagnostics
providers such as Roche, Foundation Medicine Inc, Thermo Fisher Scientific and
Qiagen and is expected to give a push to
personalised targeted cancer therapies.
New publications from MIT’s Whitehead
Institute co-founder Robert Weinberg,
who recently switched off breast cancer
metastases with the inflammatory blocker meloxicam in animal models (S ci
TranSl. Med., doi: 10.1126 / scitranslmed.
aan3464), indicate that the next stage of
cancer therapy may be following immuno-oncology drugs (such as Apogenix‘s
Phase II candidate asunercept, see p.
37) therapies. Weinberg no longer seeks
|transkript. 5.2018.
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the cause of carcinogenesis and
metastasis in the
(secondary) accumulation of
mutations, but in
the inflammatoryfibrotic remodeling of connective tissue, which evidently
shuts off the immune response. Results
from the nine different oncology research
groups that support Weinberg’s findings,
and the cancer-inflammation model initially presented by German oncologist
Björn Brücher, will both be published this
June.

Regulatory update
Besides one-to-one partnering, company
presentations, and the BIO convention
with multiple international pavilions showcasing clusters, technologies, and R&D
activities from companies and academic
centers, some keynote lecturers are expected to give regulatory updates that will
be crucial to the future business of drug
developers. FDA Commissioner Scott
Gottlieb is expected to outline more details of the agency’s plans to revamp the
drug review process. Gottlieb announced
that the FDA wants to publish hundreds
of product-specific drug development
guidance documents to foster innovation
and streamline development times in or-
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Scott Gottlieb
Commissioner of the
US Food and Drug
Administration (FDA)
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der to make drug development less expensive.
Furthermore, the agency will establish a knowledge management platform to identify how decisions are made across FDA review divisions.
Lack of consistency and unpredictability are
two of the drugmakers’ greatest concerns related to the drug approval process.
Another topic to be discussed at BIO is China’s
decision to improve access to innovative treatments through extended IP protection. Officials
announced in April that innovative drugs will be
granted 25 years (+ 5 years) if manufacturers
co-file an initial market authorisation in China
and other countries. At the same time, generics makers will be prohibited from accessing
CMC data for six years following Chinese drug
approval. Starting on May 1, the world’s largest
drug market has exempted all cancer drugs
from import tariffs. However, to get on China’s
national reimbursement drug list, companies
have to accept discounts of 50–70% on the
average drug price.
Just before the start of the BIO convention,
some of the 83 exhibitors in the German,
Swiss and Austrian pavilions, and the BIO
convention provided breaking news: Antibody
developer Morphosys AG announced it will issue 2.75 million new ordinary shares to launch
an US-IPO of 8.3 million American Depositary
Shares (ADSs), each ADS representing one
quarter of a Morphosys ordinary share. Underwriters will have a 30-day greenshoe option to

purchase 1,245,000 additional ADSs. Another
upcoming German specialist for (modular)
antibody screening and engineering services,
founded by phage display co-inventor Prof.
Dr. Stefan Dübel, will showcase its technology platform at the German Pavilion. One of
the many CDMOs at BIO, Wacker Biotech,
announced it acquired a production plant for
biopharmaceuticals, live microbial products,
and vaccines (270 l and 1,500 l) from SynCo
Bio Luxembourg S.à.r.l., doubling its production capacity. Glycoprotein and gene therapy
vector specialist Cevec most recently introduced a new helper-free AAV packaging cell line
for scalable stable gene therapy vector production, a field of growing interest to orphan
drug developers. Translational proteomics
company AYOXXA Biosystems GmbH launched a novel multiplex Th17 kit for the quantitative validation of soluble pro-inflammatory
T-helper 17 (Th17) cell-related markers to monitor TH17-triggered effects on immune-mediated diseases. And Swiss Molecular Partners
AG announced a development partnership
with AstraZeneca on the company’s Phase II
candidate MP0250 with osimertinib.

Buzz of BiO Winners
In April, the BIO announced the winners of its
“Buzz of BIO” contest. Avery Therapeutics
took the crown for “Technologies of Tomorrow” and biomarck Pharmaceuticals achieved
the top spot in the “Pipelines of Promise” category.
tg.
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T-cell attacking a
tumor. Cancer
immunotherapies
such as checkpoint
modulators, CaR-T
cell therapies, and
innate immune
system modulators
have gained a
significant share in
sales of cancer drug
developers.
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Human antibodies for
advanced immunotherapies
Answering the increasing need for fully human antibodies in immunotherapy,
German biotech pioneer YUMAB GmbH accelerates drug discovery and development
with a comprehensive and versatile technology platform.
Immunotherapies based on fully human
monoclonal antibodies have been extremely
successful since their first approval in 2002
(AbbVie’s Humira®, adalimumab), and today,
the majority of newly approved antibody
drugs are of human origin. This trend calls
for a paradigm shift in antibody discovery
and development to an advanced process
that enables flexible drug design and accelerates translation into clinics. YUMAB is a
pioneer in fully human antibody development that offers an optimized discovery
process tailored to the need of the pharma-

ceutical industry for a rapid, robust, and reliable generation of novel drug candidates.

Maximum epitope diversity &
minimal immunogenicity
The YUMAB® platform generates fully human antibodies closest to natural germline
among those on the market. Unlike animalderived, chimeric, humanized, or synthetic
antibodies, each YUMAB antibody combines
maximum epitope diversity with minimal immunogenicity. This approach is also efficient
for difficult targets, such as G-coupled pro-

IgG

Fab

tein receptors (GPCRs), ion channels, whole
cells, or virus particles. Additionally, YUMAB
optimizes antibody properties, such as affinity, stability, or interspecies X-reactivity
in early discovery. First antibody candidates
are identified within 4–8 weeks and the versatility of the technology allows flexible manipulation and variable drug formats (see
Figure).
YUMAB’s advanced fully human antibodies cover a broad therapeutic spectrum and
are also suitable for the development of innovative diagnostic assays or vaccines. Tailored to customer needs, YUMAB generates
custom libraries and antibody engineering
in fee-for-service or attractive licensing options.

scFv

Breaking new grounds in the US

bispecific

Yumab

CAR

ADC

After only five years on the market, YUMAB
is already a driver of the trend in immunotherapy toward the use of fully human antibodies. Building on its successful development, the company is now reaching out for
the U.S. market and opened its first subsidiary — YUMAB Inc. — in 2017 in Atlanta, Georgia. The transatlantic post facilitates cooperation with U.S. American companies and
institutions and provides the opportunity
to feel the pulse of cutting-edge immunotherapy trends.

Abb.: YUMAB GmbH

fusion

The YUMAB ® platform supports common antibody drug formats.
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Contact
Dr. Thomas Schirrmann, CEO
YUMAB GmbH
phone: +49 (0)531 481170 - 0
E-mail: info@yumab.com
www.yumab.com
31 .
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Biomanufacturing

Customer focus as
a growth strategy
One year ago, Rentschler Biopharma SE and Leukocare formed a strategic
alliance. |transkript spoke with Federico Pollano, Senior Vice President Business Development at Rentschler Biopharma, about how the added benefit of
Leukocare‘s formulation technology gives the company more traction in the
US manufacturing market for recombinant proteins.

Senior Vice
President Business
Development,
Rentschler
Biopharma SE

transkript. In April 2017, Rentschler Biopharma and Leukocare formed a strategic partnership. Since then, how has the extension
in technological capabilities impacted Rentschler Biopharma’s business in the North
American and European markets?
Pollano. The strategic alliance with Leukocare AG has developed very well. Not only
European customers, but a growing number
of customers in North America as well, are
interested in our novel approach and integrate it quite early in their development process.
We regard ourselves both as a partner and
advisor for development programs of biologics in order to generate as much added
value and first-in-class potential as possible
for our customers. Innovation is an attractive feature in Europe and particularly in the
US. Leukocare‘s SPS technology can keep
therapeutic proteins stable at room temperature and significantly facilitate complex cold
chains, both in manufacturing and distribution, from the supplier to the pharmacy and
finally to the patient. Leukocare‘s proprietary
formulation technologies ideally complement
our aspirations to technological leadership.
They offer another building block to provide
innovative features to our customers.
transkript. What is Rentschler Biopharma’s
strategy for further growth? Are there diffe-
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rent strategies for the North American and
European markets?
Pollano. Our business grows both through our
projects with customers and strategic collaborations, which regularly target the global market. This way, more and more programs mature from the development stage into market
supply and thus require biomanufacturing at
commercial scale. Our strategy is to optimally
serve the needs of both of these worlds, which
often have very different requirements. Along
with collaboration, focusing on customer needs
is crucial for us. We establish close links to our
customers in Europe and North America – in
the US through our subsidiary Rentschler Inc.
This way, experts in business development and
project management are always in personal
contact with our customers in a timely fashion.
We have experienced experts on both the East
and West Coast to take care of our customer’s
projects. Many customers, particularly in the
US lead market for biologics, have confirmed
that it is a huge benefit to have experts on site.
transkript. What is your company’s unique
selling point in the CDMO market? And what
is your company’s strategy to expand it?
Pollano. Rentschler Biopharma has pioneered biopharmaceutical manufacture. Since
1974, we have been working successfully in

Abb.: Rentschler Bioparma SE

Federico pollano
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we can offer all modules needed in biomanufacturing, from the compound to formulation
to the end product. We seek to complete our
capabilities through the addition of further innovations along and beyond our value chain.
transkript. What is Rentschler Biopharma
going to present at the BIO convention?
Pollano. Rentschler Biopharma is preparing
for the future. New therapeutic approaches,
novel demands from healthcare systems,
and socioeconomic development will challenge the whole CDMO market. Rentschler
Biopharma will meet the challenge.
tg.

Abb.: Rentschler Bioparma SE

the development and production of biopharmaceuticals; it makes a big difference if your
team has developed 250 biologics for 130
different customers. This wealth of experience is simply vital to achieving success in
our business. We see ourselves as a pure
service player, one that can always provide
the capacities required by our customers in
a timely fashion. That differentiates us from
our many competitors with mixed business
models, whose proprietary development projects interfere and compete for manufacturing capacity with those of their customers.
Flexibility, quality, and time to market are not
merely buzzwords for us: they define our mission. Regarding the future, we will adapt our
capacities step-by-step to the requirements
of the market. Development and production
of clinic-ware as well as projects in severe
and orphan diseases will remain our core
expertise. Furthermore, our strategic partner
Rentschler Fill Solutions, will start the fill and
finish of biopharmaceuticals soon. The stateof-the-art filling plant ideally complements
our manufacturing capabilities. As a result,
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How to bridge the production
gap in gene therapy
Significant scientific breakthroughs in molecular biology over the last decade also fueled
gene therapy development. As the number of clinical trials in gene therapy applications increases, the need for industrial scale viral vector production follows. Current production systems
cannot keep up with the growing demand — the market is urgently looking for novel solutions.
CEVEC Pharmaceuticals GmbH, a Germanbased expert in the production of tailormade recombinant glycoproteins and gene
therapy vectors, has developed what scientists are looking for — fully scalable, clinicalgrade good manufacturing practice (GMP)
compatible solutions for gene therapies.
Existing manufacturing methods for gene
therapy vectors are sufficient for volumes
demanded in rare diseases with small numbers of patients. However, when addressing
more common diseases with gene therapy
approaches, such as Alzheimer‘s, Parkinson’s, or Rheumatoid Arthritis, manufacturing issues arise in late-stage clinical development and commercial production. The main
issues are limited scalability, time-consuming
and cost-intensive processes and, in some
cases, the lack of sufficient reproducibility.

Vectors at industrial scale

Continuous production
Another, even bigger hurdle in industrial-scale
production of viral vectors is the need for
transient transfection, introducing the gene
of interest as well as the genes needed to produce the virus in the corresponding cells. This
manual step requires high amounts of (GMPgrade) DNA and adds costs and variability to
the production process and limits the scale of
a production run to a couple of hundred liters.

Helper-free packaging cell lines
To overcome this limitation, CEVEC has developed a stable production process that allows

production of AAV vectors without the need
for transient transfection or helper viruses.
Based on its proprietary CAP-GT platform,
CEVEC has successfully introduced a novel
stable AAV system that allows for large-scale
production in all existing bioreactor formats.
CEVEC’s stable viral packaging cell lines neither require a laborious transient transfection step nor the infection with a helper virus,
which is expensive to produce and must be
removed during downstream processing. After stable integration of the gene of interest,
CEVEC’s AAV packaging cells allow for industrial-scale production comparable to current
antibody manufacturing processes, paving
the way for common gene therapy applications.
Contact:
CEVEC Pharmaceuticals GmbH
Gottfried-Hagen-Str. 60 – 62
51105 Cologne · Germany
Phone: +49-221 46 02 08-00
Email: info@cevec.com
www.cevec.com

Abb.: Cevec Pharmaceuticals GmbH

The growth and the productivity of commonly used adherently growing cells, including HEK293 cells, is strictly limited by
the available surface. As a result, production

volumes can only be increased together with
the number of cell factories and personnel.
CEVEC has developed a suspension cell system that masters the challenges of scale-up.
CAP-GT suspension cells grow to high
densities, are easy to handle, and adaptable
to all current bioreactor formats, enabling
industrial-scale production of viral vectors,
including adeno-associated virus (AAV), lentivirus (LV), and adenovirus (AV).

|transkript. 5.2018.
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Intellectual Property

“Quality patents”: Half the
scope for twice the price
It is a long-standing concept in all patent systems that patents should be granted with a
scope finding a fair balance between the exclusive right as granted and the public interest
in free use of technology.

Dr. Jan B. Krauss
European Patent and
Trademark Attorney
Boehmert & Boehmert
Anwaltspartnerschaft mbB, Munich,
Germany.

The breadth of the claims should be commensurate with the invention’s technical contribution to the art. For a long time, many patent
offices and courts were quite liberal when dealing with broad claims. Most claims were only
invalid (too broad) if they read on the prior art.
For patent attorneys, broad patents were properly drafted patents.
The patent system is currently facing a steady
change based on the public notion that patents
often come in large clouds and are of doubtful
legal validity. “Overly broad” patent protection
is thus cut back by the patent offices that apply additional criteria, like credibility, plausibility, natural phenomena (“you did not invent nature”), concretely disclosed functions, and lack
of unity, only to name a few.
Because of the complexity of biological systems, in many cases it is impossible for an applicant to actually provide examples for every
aspect of the claimed invention, and hence,
instead, functional features are used in patent
claims. These were regarded as “supported”
by the patent disclosure if there weren’t any
“discrepancies” between the claims and the
description, and if it could be derived from the
disclosure that the patentee was in (full) pos-

. 36
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session of the invention as claimed. But recently, patent offices started challenging functional
features based on an alleged lack of support.
While the underlying discussion has some merits, the system now has reached a tipping point
where the commensuration for the patentee is
lost. But what can be done as an applicant in
order to avoid excessive limitations? Some say
that easy to understand patents are the “new”
trick to getting quality assets. This seems desperate; patents are at the forefront of technology.
There is also no logic in the argument that a
small scope of a claim leads to a higher quality
of a granted patent, and statements like “Quality is in our DNA at the EPO” make very few
biotech users smile. A thoroughly examined
patent can be regarded as more valid irrespective of its scope.
Rather, it seems that it is the only practical solution to spend more time on the structural design and construction of your application, e.g.
to clearly define the relevant person of skill in
order to avoid misinterpretations of the support, and to seek to provide at least one structural example per class of embodiment, even if
only hypothetical.
This all increases the upfront costs for a patent, and the small scopes and harsh support
requirements particularly hurt small and diverse
innovators.
.

Abb.: Boehmert & Boehmert

The author

Small scopes and harsh support requirements in patents particularly hurt
small and diverse innovators, like universities, that simply lack the budget and
resources to cope with the situation.
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Targeting TNF signaling
in immuno-oncology
TNF receptors and their ligands are immune checkpoints that can boost an immune response
against tumors. Apogenix has built a pipeline of TNF-based immunotherapies using its HERA
technology and has a novel checkpoint inhibitor, asunercept, in late-stage development.
As central regulators of immune cell function, members of the tumor necrosis factor
(TNF) receptor (TNFR) superfamily and their
ligands are key targets in immuno-oncology.
Many antibodies under development so far
have shown only limited efficacy, presumably
because they are only weak TNFR agonists.
Since its inception in 2005, the biopharmaceutical company Apogenix AG has built a
powerful TNF/TNFR drug discovery platform
based on a proprietary fusion protein technology that overcomes the limitations of antibody approaches.

HERA outperforms TNF antibodies
Apogenix’s hexavalent TNF superfamily receptor agonists (HERA) utilize the particular

ligand-receptor binding properties of the
TNFR system, which requires receptor trimers for signaling. Apogenix’s novel TNFR
agonists induce a well-defined clustering
of functional TNF receptors on the surface
of target immune cells without the need for
further cross-linking, thereby triggering
a robust stimulation of T cells to promote
anti-tumor immunity. Since they cause neither antibody-dependent cellular cytotoxicity nor complement-dependent cytotoxicity
and exhibit a shorter half-life than antibodies, fewer side effects in clinical development are expected. The modular nature of
the HERA proteins allows tailored modifications for individual tumor targeting. Apogenix currently develops HERA agonists

Apogenix’s HERA platform is ideal for the development of next generation
immuno-oncology therapeutics

Antibodies

HERA-ligands

Advantages of the HERA technology
ȏ2YHUFRPHVOLPLWDWLRQVRIDJRQLVWLF
DQWLERGLHV

Bivalent

Hexavalent

ȏ%URDGO\DSSOLFDEOHWR71)UHFHSWRU
IDPLO\PHPEHUV
ȏ3URRIRISULQFLSOHLQSUHFOLQLFDO
VWXGLHVIRU*Ζ75&' &'
ȏ%URDGDQGORQJODVWLQJSDWHQW
SURWHFWLRQ

Abb.: Apogenix AG

ȏ6XFFHVVIXOWUDQVODWLRQLQWRFOLQLFV
75$Ζ/SURJUDPXQGHUGHYHORSPHQW
E\$EEYLH
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for GITR, CD40, CD27, 4-1BB, HVEM, and
OX40 for cancer immunotherapy. Clinical
development of the HERA ligand for TRAIL
receptors is pursued by Abbvie and recruitment for an international multi-center
phase I study is ongoing. Apogenix is open
to additional licencing deals and partnerships.

Proven track record: asunercept
in advanced clinical development
Apogenix’s lead immuno-oncology candidate asunercept, a CD95 ligand inhibitor,
is being developed for the treatment of
solid tumors and malignant hematological diseases. Based on a promising phase II
trial, asunercept has been awarded PRIME
(PRIority MEdicines) designation by the
European Medicines Agency (EMA) for the
treatment of patients with relapsed glioblastoma. A successful phase I study with
asunercept for the treatment of myelodysplastic syndromes (MDS) facilitated the successful application for the orphan drug designation from the European Commission.
Apogenix’s innovative protein therapeutics
will work well as stand-alone therapies but
can also be effectively used in combination
with traditional cancer therapies or other
immuno-oncology approaches, such as cancer vaccines or CAR-T cells.
Contact:
Dr. Thomas Höger
CEO
Apogenix AG
Phone: +49 (0)6221 58608 0
E-mail: contact@apogenix.com
www.apogenix.com
37 .
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Exciting. Innovative. Berlin.
A fast-growing ecosystem
Berlin is no longer well-known only for its amazing cultural landscape and clubbing locations.
Today, the German capital is one of the top three European tech start-up cities. This is a major
attraction for investors, big pharma companies, and high-class researchers from all over the
world who come to settle in the HealthCapital region Berlin-Brandenburg.
Did you know that Berlin is one of the world’s
most attractive cities when it comes to foundations and spin-outs? It is currently home
to more than 500 high-tech start-ups, on a
level with other European megacities such as
Paris or London. “Many companies – whether
small or larger, new or established – appreciate the strengths and potentials of the German capital region and have settled here in
recent years,” says Carolin Clement, Head of
Unit Biotech and Pharma at Berlin Partner for
Business and Technology, which helps companies to locate in the region. “The region’s major strength is the unique research and clinic
landscape, complemented by a close network
of key players from industry, start-ups, ﬁnance, clinics and politics”, Clement says,
pointing out the vast opportunities the region
offers for potential future collaborations. But
what exactly makes Berlin so special? Quite

deﬁnitely, its very own expertise in different
high-tech sectors. On the one hand, there is
a fast-growing IT community, which has seen
a 64% growth in revenue since 2010. One in
eight employees in the city is already involved

Every 20 hours a new digital
start-up is founded in Berlin.

in a digital business. On the other hand, Berlin
and its greater area has around 240 biotechnology companies with approximately 5,000
employees. With their strong focus on exciting biomedical topics, such as cardiovascular
and metabolic diseases, immunotherapy and
oncology, stem cell research, 3D printing and
tissue engineering, they proﬁt from the region‘s excellent infrastructure.

Whether it’s the internationally renowned
Charité clinic, the Berlin Institute of Health
(BIH), or the high-class institutes of the Max
Planck Society and Helmholtz Association,
to name but a few, Berlin is a top address for
attracting the best talents in genome and
proteome research, regenerative medicine,
RNA technologies, gene therapy, glyco-engineering technology and digital health. In
the past, this expertise has laid the groundwork for companies such as immunotherapy
pioneer MOLOGEN AG. CEO Mariola Söhngen
says, “The company has resided in Berlin
since it was founded as a spin-off from the
Free University. We value the excellent clinical
and research landscape, and beneﬁt from the
network of research institutions and industry
experts.” More recently established start-ups,
such as Captain T-Cell or OMEICOS Therapeutics, which were both spun out by scientists

HealthCapital Berlin-Brandenburg in Numbers

360,000

in revenues in the health sector

employees in the health sector

about 3,000 clinical
studies per year

Hennigsdorf
Technology Center

›130 clinics with more
than 35,000 beds

Companies in
the Life Sciences
sector
300

570

240

biotech
pharma
medtech

40+ university and non-

university research institutes
in the life sciences section

30
Source: HealthCapital Berlin Brandenburg
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Campus Berlin-Buch

Berlin Biotech Park
Innovation Park
Wuhlheide Berlin
Go:in Golm Innovation Center
Adlershof

Abb.: HealthCapital Berlin Brandenburg

€23bn

Biotech Campus Potsdam
Biotech Park Luckenwalde

8 Technology Parks in Berlin-Brandenburg
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of the Max Delbrück Center in Berlin-Buch, also welcome the innovative spirit found in the
German capital. According to Karen Uhlmann,
co-founder and Director Legal Corporate &
Operations of OMEICOS, “The cardiovascular
expertise is extremely strong in the region.
This is substantially supportive to further develop our drug candidates, but also to find
the right manpower for future growth.”
Founded in 2013, the company is focusing
on first-in-class small molecules based on
omega-3 fatty acid analogs for the treatment
of atrial fibrillation. First clinical trials with
healthy volunteers started in February 2017.
This year, OMEICOS also closed a Series B financing of more than €8m led by Vesalius
Biocapital, along with SMS Company Group,
KFW Group, VC Fund Technology Berlin and
the High-Tech Founder’s Fund. “Due to the
dense network of private and public seed investors as well as VC financiers, the Berlin
area is a well-positioned environment for life
science companies,” says Uhlmann, emphasizing in particular the supportive role of the
local bank Investitionsbank Berlin (IBB) in the
early phase of its foundation. Seed investors
in Berlin are accompanied by, among others,
the SPARK initiative at BIH. This accelerator programme offers BIH-related scientists
professional mentoring to start spin-off activities. In addition, the BIH is also strongly
focused on building the next generation of
digital health experts with the BIH Digital
Health Center.

“We value the excellent clinical
and research landscape.”

Abb.: HealthCapital Berlin Brandenburg

Mariola Söhngen, CEO MOLOGEN AG

In addition to being a hot spot for start-ups
and SMEs, Berlin has a venerable tradition
of pharma drug development dating back to
the 19th century. Today, its proximity to the
health care system decision-makers in the
German government and other European
countries makes it a valuable location for
several global players, such as Bayer, Pfizer,
Sanofi, Takeda, Berlin-Chemie (as part of the
Menarini group), and more than 20 mediumsized companies, offering jobs for a total of
10,000 employees.
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Berlin, the place to be
for your business.
BUSINESS LOCATION PACKAGE
The direct way to your new location
www.berlin-partner.de/services

Your contact in Berlin:
info@berlin-partner.de | T +49 30 46302-500

For big pharma in particular, Berlin has developed as a place to scout for ground-breaking
new technologies. One example is the Berlin
Research Lab (BRL) of US company Pfizer,

“Our Berlin Healthcare Lab has
become the model for our globally connected Healthcare Hubs.”
Peter Albiez, Chairmen of the Board,
Pfizer Germany

supporting biotech innovation and diversity
by bringing together companies and researchers from different areas of expertise. Another
Pfizer initiative, the Berlin Healthcare Lab,
was started to develop digital healthcare solutions. “We are delighted that this lab has become the model for our globally connected
Healthcare Hubs,” says Peter Albiez, chairman of the board at Pfizer Germany, stressing
that their main focus is on cooperating with
local start-ups. Others, such as French pharma Sanofi, are convinced that their sales and
marketing offices, with more than 1,000 employees within walking distance of the famous
Berlin Philharmonic, are in an excellent strategic position to boost distribution and market
presence for Sanofi. “The business enterprise
sector taking root here is simply overwhelming,” says Clement Kaiser, CEO of the German
subsidary of Sanofi. Japanese pharma company Takeda aims at positioning its production site in Brandenburg as the centre of a
global network for the distribution of Takeda’s
medicinal products. Since 2014, it has invested

around EUR100m in a new production module,
scheduled to open at the end of 2017.
The Berlin-Brandenburg area also offers plenty
of opportunities for companies to complement
their own expertise. Over 40 companies and
scientific institutions are locally organized in
the Network for Pharma Solutions (Net PhaSol),
bringing together a portfolio of services in the
field of drug development.“NetPhaSol is the
perfect platform for us to meet new cooperation partners and to establish new products
and services,” says Melanie Herse-Näther from
InnoRa GmbH, who acts as drug development
service provider.
Further Information:
Carolin Clement, Berlin Partner
for Business and Technology
carolin.clement@berlin-partner.de
www.healthcapital.de

Meet the German
Capital Region at:
BIO International Convention
June 4-6, 2018 in Boston:
German Pavillon, booth 1601
BIONNALE
June 20, 2018 in Berlin
bionnale2018.b2match.io
BioJapan
October 10-12, 2018 in Yokohama
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Special.

Policy

US tax reform may discourage innovation
The United States has enacted the first major overhaul of its federal income tax system
in more than 30 years. The Tax Cut and Jobs
Act, which lowers the corporate tax rate from
35% to 21%, will provide a boon for all cash
flow-positive businesses. Analysts said that
companies like Gilead and Amgen brought
money back into the US, and the lower tax
rate gave them more cash to do more deals.
However, the tax reform may have some negative impacts on development-stage companies, such as biotechs, which mostly sustain
significant annual losses.
A lower corporate tax rate means a smaller tax loss carry-forward that development
companies can rely on in future. At the same
time, however, the taxes on their future earnings will also be lowered. For companies
entering a new commercialization phase, the
advantages may outweigh the disadvantages.
However, for companies in development sta-

ge, the loss of tax advantages might turn out
negatively, particularly when they are buyout
targets. If tax shields brought forward with an
acquisition are diminished, so is the value of a
potential deal.
According to Charles Crain of the Biotechnology Innovation Organization (BIO), the Jobs
Act was tremendously helpful to the biotech
industry; more than 250 emerging biotech
companies relied on provisions in the law to
help them go public. This compares to just 55
biotech IPOs in the previous five years. The
positive impact of this legislation was due in
part to the five-year exemption from the SOX
404(b) external auditing requirements granted to emerging growth companies. According to Crain, the reduction in the corporate
rate will allow profitable companies more capital to invest in R&D in the US, particularly
in partnerships with smaller biotechs in the
pre-revenue phase.
.
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Translational proteomics
at clinical scale
Proteomics is an indispensable methodology for advancing our understanding of disease
etiology and the process of drug development, particularly in the post-genome era. Today,
researchers often analyze entire protein networks and translate the knowledge generated
from basic research into powerful clinical approaches in medical sciences. To fully explore this
complex biology, enabling tools and technologies are vital.
AYOXXA Biosystems, the German-based
player in multiplex protein analysis has developed a unique platform technology,
LUNARISTM, optimized for use in translational
proteomics. The system enables exploration
of complex biological processes with scalable
tools that are vital to translate results from basic research through biomarker validation into
clinical studies.

Superior precision
LUNARISTM combines the advantages of a
bead-based multiplexing approach with the
reliability and scalability of a plate-based format and the simplicity of image-based analysis. The spatial separation of the individual
conjugated beads in a pre-defined array format ensures the best possible accuracy and
precision with coefficients of variation (CVs)
50% lower than currently available flow systems. This analysis system comprises a read-

er, intuitive analysis software, and a growing
portfolio of ready-to-use LUNARIS™ Kits focused on the detection and quantification of
inflammation, ophthalmology, and immuneresponse markers

Low volume, high performance
LUNARIS™ assays can be performed with sample volumes as low as 3 μL — which represents
1/10 of the volume required by comparable
systems, enabling multiplex protein analysis
from valuable and scarce human and animal
samples, such as fine needle biopsies, ocular
fluids, cerebrospinal fluid, and many others.

Scalable for clinical R&D
As the commercial partner for translational
content discovery, AYOXXA is continuously
expanding its portfolio of dedicated biomarker panels that provide highest flexibility in
terms of sample sources and analytical for-

mats. The company is currently working on
its newest innovation: LUNARISTM modular
screening kits. These screening panels enable biomarker identification from a diverse
range of putative markers. These screening
panels are designed in a modular concept allowing the flexible combination of content.
Pre-defined modules containing biomarkers relevant for specific pathways, research
areas, or diseases can be freely combined,
along with the opportunity to integrate customized content. The validated AYOXXA multiplex LUNARIS™ Kits can be subsequently
used to generate high-quality data during
the verification and validation process without changing technology platforms. The first
set of pre-defined topic-specific biomarker
screening modules will cover areas including
inflammation, angiogenesis, and chemotaxis,
followed by a complement module, a Th17,
and an angiogenesis II module later this year.

Validated through partnerships

Abb.: AYOXXA Biosystems GmbH

The AYOXXA LUNARIS™ system has been validated in numerous projects with renowned research institutions and various clinical studies
from leading pharmaceutical companies enabling fully scalable quantitative validation of
(disease-)relevant biomarkers: from lab to clinic; from model to man; from data to insight.
Contact
AYOXXA Biosystems GmbH
Cologne · Germany
Phone: +49 221-222 5290
sales@ayoxxa.com / www.ayoxxa.com
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CONFERENCE LOCATION
AT THE INNOVATION UND START-UP CENTER FOR BIOTECHNOLOGY
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J Conference Rooms (up to 100 persons)
J IZB Residence CAMPUS AT HOME
for guests of the Campus Martinsried/
Grosshadern and conference guests only

J Restaurant SEVEN AND MORE
Fördergesellschaft IZB mbH
Am Klopferspitz 19
82152 Planegg/Martinsried
Tel.: + 49 (0)89.55 279 48-27
Fax: + 49 (0)89.55 279 48-29
E-Mail: conference@izb-online.de
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